Derrick® partners with new Distributor in Norway for
Statfjord A shaker upgrade
May 5, 2020 – Houston, TX. Archer Limited (Archer) has awarded Derrick and their
distributor partner, Rotor Offshore, a contract to deliver three Dual Pool® 626 Vapor
Extraction (VE) shakers for the flowline and one Dual Pool 616 VE shaker for the
cuttings reinjection system on the Statfjord A platform. Statfjord A was originally planned
for decommissioning in 2022, but in January 2020, Equinor and its partners chose to
extend the life to 2027. Derrick and Rotor Offshore are working closely with the drilling
contractor, Archer, to deliver and install the new shakers in late summer 2020.
The change to Derrick Dual Pool 626 VE shakers on Statfjord A will mark the sixth
consecutive time that Equinor has selected Dual Pool 626 VE for a platform drilling
facility upgrade. It will also standardize the flowline shakers on all three Statfjord field
platforms with Statfjord C (2015) and Statfjord B (2019) having already been equipped.
The shaker upgrade for Statfjord A, along with previous upgrades to B & C platforms,
are part of Equinor’s plan to drill about 100 new wells in the field through 2030.

The Statfjord A platform in the North Sea.
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About Rotor Offshore AS
Rotor Offshore is a highly experienced provider of engineering services and offers
complete packages for high- & low-pressure mud systems, including all equipment to
the Global Oil & Gas Market.
“We focus on cost effective, fit for purpose and reliable systems.”
Rotor Offshore is centrally located at Lysaker (Oslo) and Sola (Stavanger) in Norway
and has, since May 2019, been the exclusive representative for Derrick Equipment
Company (US) for the Norwegian Oil and Gas Market.
About Derrick
Derrick, founded in 1951, is a family-owned and operated company with a global
presence focused on pioneering fine-separation technology.
Since 1977, Derrick has manufactured innovative technologies for the Oil & Gas Drilling
Industry. Derrick offers its clients leading-edge solutions and around-the-clock, awardwinning service to maximize solids control efficiency. Derrick’s products are renowned
for their rugged reliability in an industry known for its intensely challenging environment
and ever-evolving demands.
We are a Global Family® focused on Pioneering Technology®
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